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EVENT AGENDA - DAY ONE
WEDNESDAY MARCH 30, 2022
12:00 PM - EVENT REGISTRATION OPENS

 о There is a wide range of IoT/Industrial security opportunities but not all 
are easily addressed by service providers 

 о This presentation will provide background on the IoT / OT / IT technical 
stack, discuss security issues and incidents, and suggest verticals and use 
cases that would bring benefit to your customers and your business

 о Robert is a Cisco Live Distinguished Speaker and has spoken at Hannover 
Messe Industrie, S4 industrial security conferences and RSA. He authored 
the security architecture portion of the 2019 iNEMI Manufacturing 
Roadmap, and is a co-author on multiple industrial deployment guides. 

 о Prior to his Cisco tenure, he guided the IPS Management solutions and low 
end IPS solutions for Intrusion Prevention pioneer TippingPoint.

 о Join us for an honest conversation about Cyber Insurance. 

 о What happens before and after an attack?  How can you best prepare 
your customers to have an incidence response plan? Are your customers 
covered with a policy that will protect them and their clients?   

 о You’ll leave this session with clear discussion points for an open and 
productive conversation with your customers, a process to help them 
qualify for insurance and resources to support you and your team..

 о Since 1999 Rob was a core technical contributor and presenter on an 
Advanced IP Team, delivering bleeding edge WAN and Managed Security 
services to Small, Mid-level and Fortune 500 businesses around the world. 
The experience led him back to the same conclusion, regardless of size and 
resources, every company struggled with the same uncertainty – multiple 
vendors with infinite solutions, and no real clarity how to make it all 
“work.” Rob focused BLOKWORX on security, reliability, and positive user 
experience.

 о In partnership with The20, Rob will be delivering tangible action items to 
secure and grow your business 

 о Brian kicks us off with some valuable info you will need to know 
throughout the event

 о Brief introduction to IoTSSA and what membership means for you

 о How Commcentric and IoTSSA are working together to support and grow 
the IT Channel  

 о Welcome from the IoTSSA team!

 о Grab a refreshment and connect with our experts, partners and your peers  

1:15 - 2:15 PM - IoT/Industrial Security Reality Check and Opportunities

3:00 - 4:00 PM - Cyber Insurance – How to Make It Work for You and Your Customers

2:15 - 3:00 PM - Robert Boles, In partnership with The20

1:00 - 1:15 PM - Event Kick-Off

4:00 - 6:30 PM - Networking & Happy Hour

Robert Albach
Sr. Product Manager

Andy Anderson
CEO & Co-Founder 

Robert Boles
CEO & Founder 

Brian Sherman
Head of Research

Brian Sherman
Event Host

Julia Mannella
Marketing Director

Al Phillips
President

Sheila Phillips
Managing Director



10:10 - 10:30 AM - Securing What You Can’t See

 о Modernize MSP cybersecurity and backup with integrated cyber protection

 о For modern MSPs, an integrated approach to cybersecurity, data protection, 
and endpoint management means less complexity, fewer incidents, greater 
productivity, and happier clients. 

10:40 - 11:00 AM - Traditional MSP Tools Are Not Designed for Today’s Cyber Threats

Amy Luby
Chief Channel Evangelist
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EVENT AGENDA - DAY TWO
THURSDAY MARCH 31, 2022
8:00 AM - 9:00 AM BUFFET BREAKFAST

 о Lisa Person starts our day with Threat Intelligence and data from the 
CompTIA ISAO

 о Cyber Resilience is an integral part of any business strategy.  Understanding 
the steps necessary to build cyber resilience for you and your clients is 
how you thrive.

 о 2022 outlook and what we need to be prepared from the year ahead  

 о When it comes to cybersecurity, it’s not what you know that gets you, 
it’s what you can’t see and when you’re managing IT at scale, it’s nearly 
impossible to keep track of every single change across every system and 
user

 о Join Liongard as they show how unified visibility can help you stay on top 
of changes to secure your customers’ systems

9:00 - 9:15 AM - Critical Steps on the Path to Cyber Resilience

Lisa Person
Director, Member
Recruitment & Engagement

Stephen Tenney
Sr. Business Development Rep 

 о The Zero Trust framework is based on the principle of “never trust, always 
verify.”

 о Join us to learn about Zero Trust, how to adopt it for applications, and the 
technologies you need to take control of your environment in the fight 
against ransomware.

9:15 - 9:50 AM - Zero Trust for Applications

Danny Jenkins
Founder & CEO

 о Nick will be discussing how to effectively implement a fun security 
awareness program and how to increase MRR.  

9:50 - 10:10 AM - Curricula

Nick Santora
CEO

10:30 - 10:40 AM - Morning Break



 о Webroot MDR powered by Blackpoint is a turnkey solution for MSPs 
developed by world-class security experts to provide 24/7/365 threat 
hunting, monitoring, and remediation

 о As cyber threats like ransomware accelerate and increasingly target SMBs, 
our new MDR solution will ensure organizations can maintain their security 
posture

11:00 - 11:20 AM - Navigating the Modern Threat Landscape

Braden Sawyer
MSP Channel Manager
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EVENT AGENDA - DAY TWO CONTINUED
THURSDAY MARCH 31, 2022

12:00 - 12:45 PM - Lunch Break

 о What you need to know about today’s intensified cyberthreat landscape

 о What is XDR and Its benefits

 о How 24x7 XDR with Security Operations Center (SOC) can improve 
cybersecurity for your customers   

1:05 - 1:25 PM - Cybersecurity best practices for the age of digitally transformed businesses

Nathan Bradbury
Sr Manager of Systems 
Engineering

 о Join senior executives from ID Agent, Dark Cubed, Solutions Granted and PC Matic for a timely discussion, moderated by Brian Sherman about the threats facing 
MSPs and MSP vendors and how that impacts your business and your customers.

11:20 - 12:00 PM - Cybersecurity Expert Panel

Brian Sherman

Research Director

Stefan BrunnerManoj Srivastava

VP & GM for Security

Vince Crisler

Founder & CEO
Rob Cheng

CEO

 о As cybercrime has wreaked havoc on the global economy, Managed 
Services Providers are being relied upon to protect the largest and most 
vulnerable segment of the economy; the SMB

 о MSPs help mitigate the risk associated with these cyber crimes and prevent 
billions in lost revenue and an immeasurable amount of lost productivity  

 о Join Datto as they discuss key elements, framework, and roadblocks 
you may face in developing your cyber resilience and crisis management 
strategy to protect your service delivery and more importantly, your 
client’s critical infrastructure

12:45 - 1:05 PM - Defining Your Cyber Resilience Strategy To Dominate in 2022 

Desraie Thomas
Channel Development Manager
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EVENT AGENDA - DAY TWO CONTINUED
THURSDAY MARCH 31, 2022

 о Looking for 100% protection against phishing, ransomware and other 
threats? There’s one sure-fire way to get secure—unplug everything from 
the wall and run your entire business on pen and paper.

 о Since that’s terrible advice, we’ll have to focus on the next-best thing: 
building a layered security stack that balances software, automation and 
humans to give your business a fighting chance against today’s determined 
hackers.

2:40 - 3:20 PM - The Layer Cake: Modernizing Your Cybersecurity Stack

Todd Painter
Senior Security Engineer

 о Join senior executives from ScalePad, Cyberguard 360, Armor and Sophos, moderated by Ryan Boles, Founder at BLOKWORX, about breaking through the SMB 
and moving cybersecurity to the top of their priorities in 2022.

3:20 - 4:00 PM - Selling Cybersecurity - Expert Panel

Robert Boles

Founder

Al Alper

Founder & President
Luis Giraldo

CXO

Matthew Koenig

VP Channel Development
Eric Kalseth

MSP Channel Account Executive

 о Grab a refreshment and keep the conversations going....

 о Engage with the experts and get the answers and clarity you’re looking for

 о Collaborate and Network with your peers and vendor partners

 о A big thank you to Armor for sponsoring!   

4:00 - 6:00 PM - Happy Hour Booth Crawl
Sponsored By:

2:25 - 2:40 PM - Afternoon Break

 о In this presentation we will demystify the XDR acronym and put a working 
model behind it

 о With an MSP lens, we will explore what the XDR benefits are for small 
and medium businesses and what it means to the security strategy of both 
MSPs and their clients

 о The audience will leave with a clear understanding of what XDR is, how 
the technology matters to them, and how XDR will ultimately help them 
secure their customers and enable trusted commerce

1:45 - 2:25 PM - XDR - An Overhyped Product Category With Ultimate Security Potential

Raffael Marty
EVP and General Manager 
for Cybersecurity

 о Managing hybrid office/remote environments with effective endpoint 
solutions

 о Proactively addressing email security vulnerabilities 

 о Engaging employees with effective security awareness training

1:25 - 1:45 PM - Holistically Addressing the Cybersecurity Needs of Your Clients

Tish Williams
Director of Channel & 
Distribution
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ALSO JOINING US....

MEDIA PARTNER:

EVENT AGENDA - DAY TWO CONTINUED
THURSDAY MARCH 31, 2022

Drop by their booth in the live vendor showcase!

 о Join us on the terrace!

 о Thousands of dollars in prize giveaways from our 
partners and sponsors...BUT....you have to be in 
attendance to win!

 о Local Austin talent joining us for some live evening 
entertainment

 о We can’t get better unless we hear from you!

 о Please help us all out and answer these 7 short questions.

6:00 - 10:00 PM - Prizes, Dinner & Entertainment

Take a minute and give us your feedback....


